
   Jzilla Rules regarding safety requirements for vehicles and driver safety gear

All cars and drivers must conform to this rule set completely in order to be eligible for use during a Jzilla Track Days event.

1. Regular production vehicles - This rule set is for vehicles that have a normally obtained VIN number from the 
factory and are not extensively modified from stock form or configuration (i.e. addition of or replacement of some or 
all chassis components with a tube frame or other significant modification).

a. Driver’s and passenger’s must have a minimum of an Snell certified car helmet with a current certification 
within the last 2 cycles of certifications. (i.e. in 2018, an SA2010 or newer helmet is required. In 2021, an 
SA2015 or newer helmet is required)

b. All Drivers and passengers must wear at minimum long pants, closed toed and closed heeled shoes, and a 
short sleeved T-shirt. No tank-tops allowed.

c. Driver’s and passengers are not required but are very strongly encouraged to wear a head and neck 
restraint appropriate to the seat belts or harnesses in the car.

d. Seats must either use the factory seats and mounts or conform to the seat mounting requirements listed in 
the non-production rules below.

2. Non production or purpose built racing vehicles - This rule set is for vehicles that either do not have a VIN 
number obtained in the normal fashion by the factory or are extensively modified from stock form or configuration. 
(examples of this category include but are not limited to tube frame cars, formula/prototype cars, Ariel Atoms, kit 
cars, home built vehicles etc…)

a. Driver’s and passenger’s must have a minimum of an Snell certified car helmet with a current certification 
within the last 2 cycles of certifications. (i.e. in 2018, an SA2010 or newer helmet is required. In 2021, an 
SA2015 or newer helmet is required)

b. Drivers and passengers are required to wear at minimum, long pants, long sleeved shirt, closed toed and 
closed heeled shoes. Full Nomex driver gear is strongly recommended.

c. Drivers and passengers are required to wear an SFI or FIA certified head/neck restraint device.
d. Drivers and Passengers in open cockpit vehicles must wear arm restraints.
 i. Vehicles equipped with a metal or composite material roof panel or commercially available roof net   

 intended for motorsports use, are excluded from the arm restraint requirements.
e. Vehicles are required to have valid SFI or FIA certified 5 or 6 point racing harnesses.
f. Vehicles must have a current FIA approved head containment seat or FIA equivalent (i.e. right side and left 

side containment nets).
g. Vehicle seats must conform to the certification levels and mounting provisions in one of the following rule 

sets.
 i.  SCCA Club Racing
  1.      General Competition Rules (GCR) section 9.3.19 subsection C
 ii.  National Auto Sports Association (NASA)
  1.      General Rules and Regulations section 15.17
 iii.  Porsche Club of America (PCA)
  1.      Club Racing Rule Book, PCA Club Racing Safety, Driver Requirements
 iv.  BMW Car Club of America
  1.      BMWCCA Club Racing Rules Section F


